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We investigate the properties of angular-momentum states which yield high sensitivity to rotation.

We discuss the application of these "squeezed-spin" or correlated-particle states to spectroscopy. Tran-

sitions in an ensemble of N two-level (or, equivalently, spin- —,) particles are assumed to be detected by

observing changes in the state populations of the particles (population spectroscopy). When the particles'

states are detected with 100% ef6ciency, the fundamental limiting noise is projection noise, the noise as-

sociated with the quantum fiuctuations in the measured populations. If the particles are first prepared in

particular quantum-mechanically correlated states, we find that the signal-to-noise ratio can be improved

over the case of initially uncorrelated particles. We have investigated spectroscopy for a particular case

of Ramsey's separated oscillatory method where the radiation pulse lengths are short compared to the

time between pulses. We introduce a squeezing parameter gs which is the ratio of the statistical uncer-

tainty in the determination of the resonance frequency when using correlated states vs that when using

uncorrelated states. More generally, this squeezing parameter quantifies the sensitivity of an angular-

momentum state to rotation. Other squeezing parameters which are relevant for use in other contexts

can be defined. We discuss certain states which exhibit squeezing parameters gs —N'~2. W—e investigate

possible experimental schemes for generation of squeezed-spin states which might be applied to the spec-

troscopy of trapped atomic ions. We find that applying a Jaynes-Cummings-type coupling between the

ensemble of two-level systems and a suitably prepared harmonic oscillator results in correlated states

with g„(1.
PACS number(s): 03.65.Bz, 32.80.Pj, 06.30.Ft

I. INTRODUCTION

Intriguing features of quantum-mechanically correlat-
ed particles have become well known through the cele-
brated gedanken experiment of Einstein, Poldolsky, and
Rosen (EPR) [1]. The most important of these have been
demonstrated in "EPR-type" experiments which use
correlated photons [2,3]. Optical fields have also provid-
ed the basis for numerous studies devoted to nonclassical
harmonic-oscillator states such as squeezed states [4—7].
Demonstrated applications of squeezed optical states in-
clude the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio in in-
terferometers [8,9] and absorption spectroscopy [10]. By
contrast, analogous studies of correlated or squeezed
states of material particles are much less common, al-
though they may lead to interesting new phenomena and
applications.

First, it should be possible to generate squeezed states
of harmonic oscillators which are not associated with the
electromagnetic field. For example, as a result of the in-
vestigations devoted to the detection of gravitational
waves with macroscopic antennas [11,12], it should be
possible to generate squeezing in a material harmonic os-
cillator. In atomic physics, it has recently become possi-
ble to generate quantized states of motion for trapped
atoms [13—16]. Therefore, it may also be possible to
generate states of squeezed position or momentum for
these atomic particles [15,17—21]. In addition, interest-

ing studies have been devoted to the (phase) correlations
between the different internal states within the same
atotnic particle (as opposed to correlations between
different atomic particles). As a recent example, atten-
tion has been focused on atomic states which yield disper-
sion without absorption and "lasing without inversion"

[22].
In this paper, we examine methods for the generation

of quantum-tnechanical correlations between the internal
states of different atomic particles and investigate the use
of these correlated atoms in spectroscopy. For example,
consider atoms which have two internal levels with corre-
sponding wave functions denoted ~1& and ~2&. For the
case of two such atoms, a and b, we will be interested in

finding ways to generate correlated or "entangled" states
of the form

P= [2cosh(28) ]

X(e I2&, 12&b+e'~e I 1 &. 11&s),

where the subscripts refer to the atoms. (Here, the entan-

g1ement of the particle wave functions is evident because
the total wave function cannot be written as the product
of wave functions of the separate atoms). These states
(for 8~0, P~n. ) are the correlated two-particle states
discussed in Bohm s version of the Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen experiment [23]. We will be interested in

finding ways to generate these states and the analogous
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correlated states for much larger numbers of particles.
If we make the connection between spin- —,

' particles
and two-level systems [24], such states can also be called
"squeezed-spin" states, where squeezing is defined in
analogy to the squeezing for the electromagnetic field.
Various aspects of spin squeezing have been considered
previously [25—38]. For example, in the work of Ref.
[26], the relationship between squeezing in a two-level
system and squeezing of the radiation which is emitted by
the two-level system is discussed. Reference [33] consid-
ers the generation of correlated or squeezed-spin states,
in ensembles of two-level systems, by broadband squeezed
vacuum radiation. The use of correlated states in inter-
ferometers has been discussed in Refs. [30] and [35];these
states correspond formally to the squeezing of angular-
momentum operators.

We have found it useful to investigate spin squeezing in
the context of spectroscopy. Part of the reason for this is
that we were led to consider it as a natural outgrowth of
our experiments on the spectroscopy of stored atomic
ions [39,40]. Also, the squeezed-spin states that are use-
ful in one physical context or application are not neces-
sarily the ones of interest in another. For example, the
form of spin squeezing discussed in Refs. [25—28, 33]
does not, as we describe below, appear to be relevant for
the spectroscopy we describe here. However, the method
of spectroscopy we assume is formally equivalent to the
description of particle interferometry discussed earlier
[30,35]. Therefore, the same form of squeezed states is of
interest in both contexts even though the states describe
quite different physical systems and will require different
interactions to be produced. The states of interest in
spectroscopy and ir.terferometry can be put in a more
general context. In any system which can be represented
by a net angular momentum J, the states we are interest-
ed in are those which give the highest angular resolution
of (J ) about a particular axis.

In our experiments on stored ions [39],we detect atom-
ic transitions by observing changes in atomic state popu-
lation. Typically, we first localize an ensemble of N iden-
tical atoms in a trap, where N remains fixed throughout
the experiments. We initially prepare each of the atoms
in the same internal eigenstate, which we take to be state
~1). We then apply (classical) radiation, which we will
call the clock radiation, to the atoms. The clock radia-
tion has a frequency that drives the atoms from state

~
1 )

to another state, designated state ~2). After application
of this radiation, an atom is, in general, in a coherent su-
perposition state c, ~l)+c2~2), where c, ~ +~cz~ =l.
We assume that relaxation of states 1 and 2 is negligible;
this is usually a good approximation for stored atomic
ions. We then detect the number of atoms in state

~
1 ) (or

~2) ). In the detection process, we will find the atom to be
in either state 1 or state 2; that is, the measurement can
be thought of as projecting the atom into one of these
states [40]. If we perform this preparation, irradiation,
and detection many times, on average, we will detect
N, =

~
c

& ~
N atoms to be in state 1. However, unless

~c, ~

=1 or 0, the number of atoms found in state 1 will
fluctuate from measurement to measurement. We call
these fluctuations "projection noise" [40]. They are given

by

AN, = [N Icy I (1—/c, /

l]'

Recently, we have reduced all other sources of noise in
the experiments so that the signal-to-noise ratio is limited
by projection noise [40]. In those experiments, b,N, was
given by the expression above. The ability to see the pro-
jection noise clearly was enabled by detecting a fixed
number of atomic ions with high eSciency.

Projection noise is the fundamental limiting noise in
spectroscopic experiments which detect transitions by
monitoring changes in population on a fixed number of
particles. In Ref. [38], we have investigated, theoretical-
ly, ways to increase the signal-to-noise ratio over what
has been observed in Ref. [40], that is, when all of the
atoms are initially prepared in the same internal eigen-
state. This can be accomplished if we can initially
prepare the atoms in particular correlated states.

The generation and detection of correlated atomic par-
ticle states by the methods described below is interesting
because it would allow the investigation of squeezed
states outside the domain of the electromagnetic field.
Also, the increase in signal-to-noise ratio possible in spec-
troscopy with correlated states may be of practical in-
terest. A dramatic example is the following: In atomic
clocks which use uncorrelated atoms and are limited by
projection noise, the signal-to-noise ratio is equal to
K(Nr j', where N is the number of atoms, r is the total
measurement time, and K is a constant. However, if the
atoms are initially prepared in particular correlated
states, the signal-to-noise ratio would be equal to KN7'
Therefore an atomic clock using 10' correlated atoms
would yield the same precision in 1 s as an atomic clock
using 10' uncorrelated atoms taking 300 years. On a less
ambitious scale, the attainment of modest squeezing
should also be of practical significance. This is particu-
larly true in measurements on atomic clocks where pre-
cision measurements take many days, weeks, or even
years of averaging time. Therefore, for example, even if a
squeezing of only gz =

—,
' is obtained (g„defined in Sec.

V A), a four-day measurement of a certain precision is re-
duced to a one-day measurement.

The purpose of the present paper is to extend the dis-
cussion of Ref. [38]. As in that paper, we will be interest-
ed in two things: (1) identifying states which reduce pro-
jection noise in the context of spectroscopy, and (2j how
these states might be generated in an experiment. We
will concentrate on squeezing in systems of trapped
atoms because it is relevant to our experimental work and
might be where such e8'ects will first be demonstrated.
However, the results are quite general, and the increase
in signal-to-noise ratio will, in principle, apply to spec-
troscopy on any ensemble of two-level systems.

In Sec. II, we discuss the signal-to-noise ratio, or
transition-frequency measurement uncertainty, in spec-
troscopic experiments which detect transitions by observ-
ing changes in level populations. As is often done, we use
the analogy between spectroscopy on two-level systems
and spectroscopy on spin- —,

' systems. This analogy will

lead to a useful pictorial representation of the noise and
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will make obvious what is desired of the squeezed-spin
states. In Sec. III, we apply this analysis to a special case
of spectroscopy which uses Ramsey's method of separat-
ed oscillatory fields [41]. Here, we discuss the connection
between Ramsey's method and interferometry. In Sec.
IV, we examine the signal-to-noise ratio when the parti-
cles are initially prepared in particular uncorrelated pure
states. This is essentially a summary of the results of Ref.
[40]. In Sec. V, we show that some correlated particle
states can be used in spectroscopy to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio over that found in experiments which use
uncorrelated particles. We define a squeezing parameter
g„which is relevant for these experiments and also show
that gz expresses the measurement sensitivity of an
angular-momentum state to rotations. In Sec. VI, we dis-
cuss alternate definitions of spin squeezing. In Secs. VII
and VIII, we investigate possible ways to generate the
correlated states useful for spectroscopy. The difficulty
will be in finding a practical scheme; we discuss some
possibilities in Sec. VIII. Although the discussion will

apply to an arbitrary number N of correlated particles, in
many cases we will find it useful to illustrate various as-
pects of the squeezing for two particles.

II. POPULATION SPECTROSCOPY

Ho = —p BO=A'cooS, , (2)

We are interested in the spectroscopy of an ensemble of
N identical two-level particles. We assume that transi-
tions are detected by observing changes in the popula-
tions of the two levels after application of classical radia-
tion. It will be convenient to use the fact that the dynam-
ics of an individual two-level system interacting with ra-
diation is the same as the dynamics of a spin- —, particle in

a magnetic field [24]. This spin representation provides a
simple pictorial way to follow the evolution of operators
(or quantum states} under the influence of radiation. For
an ensemble of particles, the spin representation also pro-
vides a simple way to visualize the noise in the measure-
ment of populations, which will make obvious what is
desired of the correlated states discussed in Sec. V.

Therefore, we begin by assuming that we have an en-
semble of N identical particles, where N is fixed. Each
particle has spin S where S=—,'. Associated with each
spin is a magnetic moment p =poS. We assume that the
particles are far enough apart that they do not overlap
spatially, so that antisymmetrization (or symmetrization
for integral-spin two-level particles) of the total wave
function is unnecessary. We will also assume the parti-
cles are far enough apart that the direct dipole-dipole
coupling or other direct interactions between particles
can be neglected. Relaxation is assumed to be negligible.
These are good approximations for many spectroscopic
experiments on trapped atomic ions where the storage
time is long, the background gas pressure is low, and the
Coulomb repulsion between ions typically restricts parti-
cle separations to greater than 1 pm.

We apply a uniform external magnetic field Boz to the
ensemble of spins, so the Hamiltonian for each particle is
given by

where coo= p—+olfi. The eigenstates of this Hamiltoni-

an are the
~
m ) =

~

+ —,
' ) and

~

—
—,
' ) states where

S, ~m ) =m ~m ). The Heisenberg equation for S is

BS/Bt =coo XS, (3)

where coo—=cooz. If the particles are electrons, po gJpg
where g~(= —2} is the electron g factor and p,~ is the
Bohr magneton. In this case, coo) 0 and S precesses in

the +P direction defined by Eq. (3). The upper and lower

energy levels of this two-level system correspond to the
~+ —,

' ) and —
—,
' ) states, respectively.

In spectroscopy, we are interested in experimentally
measuring ~0. In our spin- —,

' model, the spectroscopy is

essentially equivalent to NMR (nuclear magnetic reso-
nance) on a spin- —,

' nucleus or ESR (electron spin reso-

nance). In general, we might be interested in the case
where the particles are first prepared in a mixed state. In
this case, we would employ a density matrix treatment to
describe the evolution of the system. However, since we
will be concerned with maximizing the signal-to-noise ra-
tio, we will assume that the particles are initially
prepared in pure states with an average value of S which,
for most of our discussion, we take to be aligned along
the z axis and denote (S, ). (( A ) denotes the mean
value of operator A. ) We then apply (classical) radiation,
which we call the spectroscopic or "clock" radiation, at a
frequency co (near coo), which changes (S, ). The mea-

surernent apparatus is configured to detect this change in

(S, ). We assume the amplitude and duration of the ra-
diation is adjusted so that (S, ) reverses sign when

CO
—No.
An alternative method of performing spectroscopy is

to observe the radiation transmitted through the sample
of particles. If the intensity of the radiation is chosen ap-
propriately, the maximum change in the transmitted in-

tensity corresponds to the condition co=coo. In some
cases, for example, when N is large and the clock radia-
tion weak, the fluctuations of the detected radiation
(which limit the signal-to-noise ratio) are dominated by
the fundamental quantum fluctuations of this radiation.
In these experiments, the signal-to-noise ratio can be im-

proved by using squeezed radiation [10,42 —46]. Here,
we have assumed that the radiation used for the spectros-
copy is classical: that is, it is in a coherent state, and the
number of photons in the radiation source is large
enough that the quantum fluctuations in this radiation
can be neglected. We assume all sources of technical
noise (for example, fluctuations in the amplitude of the
clock radiation caused by an unstable power supply) are
also negligible. Since N is assumed constant, fluctuations
in N, such as those which occur in an atomic-beam exper-
iment, are absent.

In the measurement of S„we assume that each particle
is projected into either the ~+ —,

' ) or
~

—
—,
' ) eigenstate

[40]. We will assume that we can detect which state the
particle is measured to be in with 100%%uo efficiency. With
these assumptions, the noise in the measurements of S,
(for the same value of co) from measurement to measure-
ment is due to fluctuations in finding particles in either
the ~+ —,

' ) or
~

—
—,
' ) eigenstate.
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It will be useful to use a formalism which treats the X
particles as a combined quantum system. This has the
advantage that, for one choice of basis states, it will pro-
vide a simple way to visualize the measurement noise
when the particles are either uncorrelated or correlated.
One possible choice of basis states is the set of direct-
product states

ml m2, . , mN = m;

where ~m, ) is an eigenstate for the ith particle. Howev-
er, we will use another common representation in which
we define a collective angular-momentum operator

between 0 and some constant value. In practice, the
clock radiation may be an oscillating (magnetic) field
which is perpendicular to 80. This oscillating magnetic
field can be decomposed into two rotating fields: one
which rotates at frequency co [given by Eq. (7)], and the
other rotating in the opposite sense. Usually the effects
of the oppositely rotating field can be neglected [41]
(rotating-wave approximation); we assume this to be the
case here.

To solve for the system evolution, it will be convenient
to transform to a frame which rotates at frequency co

[41,49]. In this frame of reference, the angular momen-
turn J, will interact with the effective field

8=z8„+B,(x cos8+y sin8),

where S, is the spin operator for the ith particle. The set
of basis states we use are of the familiar form

~
J,M ),

which are linear combinations of the states in Eq. (4}
[47,48]. For these states, J

~
J,M ) =J(J+1)~J,M ) and

J, ~J, M) =MIJ, M).

Heisenberg picture

In the presence of the field Bo, Eqs. (3) and (5) yield the
Heisenberg equation for J (see Fig. 1):

c}J/dt =cooX J .

The clock radiation is assumed to be a classical field,
which rotates about the z axis, of the form

8r:8p +%co /go 8o ( coo co ) /coo

Without loss of generality, we will assume 0=m/2, in
which case

B=»„+yB, .

In this rotating frame, the Hamiltonian is given by

H =- —p J B—=Aa)' J

(8)

(9)

where co' =co,z+ co,y, co„= poJ3„/fi= co—o co, co, —
=———)ttoB, /irt, and J is now the angular momentum in the
rotating frame. We have omitted an explicit subscript or
superscript on J since only J, will be measured and J, is

the same in both frames. The Heisenberg equation for J
in the rotating frame is

B,=B, xcos(cot+8)+ -y sin(cot+8)
I coo

cd/dt =co'X J . (10)

where co=coo and the factor coo/~coo~ insures that B, ro-
tates in the same sense as ~o. In general, B, is also a
function of time. We assume that B, is switched rapidly

In Fig. 1 we represent, pictorially, the time evolution of J
(or ( J)) when p,o, coo —co) 0, coo —

co~ = ~co, ~, and

As discussed by Ramsey [41], we could now transform
to a second frame which rotates about B at a frequency
—po8/iri. In this frame, the efFective magnetic field is 0
and therefore wave functions (in the Schrodinger picture)
or operators (in the Heisenberg picture) remain constant.
In this case, the system evolution is obtained by applying
the appropriate rotation operators to the initial (laborato-
ry) wave function or operators. In this paper, we will de-
scribe the system evolution in the first rotating frame cor-
responding to Eq. (10).

We will assume that, after application of the clock ra-
diation, the detector measures the number of particles
X~ in the I+ —,

' ) state. In the Heisenberg picture, this is

given by the operator

A ~ (t~) =J,(t~)+JI,

FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the precession of the an-
gular momentum J about an applied magnetic field B. The an-
gular momentum is assumed to have a net magnetic moment
p=poJ, where po)0 for the figure. The figure represents the
motion of (J) or the operator J in the Heisenberg representa-
tion [Eq. (6)].

where I is the identity operator and tI is the "final" time

corresponding to the time just after the clock radiation is

app1ied. For a particular value of co, we denote a single
measurement of 1V+ by (E+)i, and the average of M
measurements of X+ by (X+ }M. By making measure-
ments of (iV+ (t&)) ic for various values of co, we obtain a
resonance curve as a function of m. To find coo, we could
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fit this resonance curve to a particular function. The un-

certainty in the determination of cop would result from

the noise in our measurements of (N+(tf)}M at each
value of co.

In many cases of experimental interest, we can assume
the resonance curve is symmetric about cop,

' this is true
for the spin- —,

' example discussed here when

(J(t =0) ) = —
z~ (J,(0) ) ~. In this case, rather than

fitting to the entire resonance curve, it will, in general, be
advantageous to measure N+ at particular values of co

which minimize the uncertainty in the apparent position
(as a function of co} of the curve. For a particular value of
~, the deviation of the apparent position of the curve
from the true curve ( N+ ) is given by

5a) = [(N ) —(N ) ]/(a&N, ) /a~), (12)

where, as usual, for operator A, 6A is the square root of
the variance, (b, A):—(A ) —(A ) . If we make M
measurements at a particular value of rp, the uncertainty
in the value of cop is reduced to ~hco~~= ~A, ro~(M)
Given N and tf, our task in spectroscopy is to minimize

~b,co~. Equivalently, since the signal-to-noise ratio can be
defined as being proportional to ~b,co~ ', we therefore
want to maximize signal-to-noise ratio.

If the exact form of the resonance curve were known, it
would be necessary to measure the curve at only one fre-
quency to determine the best value of Np. This is imprac-
tical since, for example, the height of the resonance curve
( ix:

~ (J,(0) ) ~ ) depends on the exact value of 8, and this

may not be precisely determined. However, when the
resonance curve is symmetric about cop, this diSculty is
overcome, experimentally, by measuring two points on
the resonance curve, at frequencies co& &cop and co&

(cop where ci)g ct)p —ci)p cog. If (N+(ci)=ct)g ) )
= ( N+ ( co =co~ ) ), then ( co„+co~ ) l2 =cop. In practice,
we approximate this condition with a servo mechanism
[50].

III. POPULATION SPECTROSCOPY
USING THE RAMSEY METHOD

In order to illustrate the basic ideas behind the im-
provement in signal-to-noise ratio using correlated states,
we will examine ~b,co~ for a special case of the resonance
method due to Ramsey [41]. This is an important case to
analyze because, experimentally, for a given time tf in

I

where the subscript M on 5' denotes the results for M
measurements. The magnitude of the rms fluctuations of
5' for repeated measurements of (N+ ), at a particular
value of co is given by

I~~I =~N+(tf)/l~&N+ )/~~I

(13}

which to apply the clock radiation, the narrowest
linewidths are obtained with this method. The Ramsey
method [41] breaks the resonance period (t =O~tf ) into
three parts. In the special case discussed here, during the
first part of the resonance period, B, is nonzero and con-
stant with value B&p from time t =0 to t =t

&2 such that

flxr n n /2 and Qx » l~ pl where Qx =po—B&o/A'is

usually called the Rabi frequency. At time t &2, B, is re-

duced to zero. After an additional time T, B, is again
made equal to B&p for a time t &2 and then reduced to
zero. We will assume that B, is switched between zero
and B&p in a time much less than t &2 in which case
tf=2t &2+T. We make the further assumption that
T» t ]2.

With these assumptions, and assuming (J(0) )
= —

z~ (J,(0) ) ~, during the first part of the Ramsey
period, that is, during the first "Ramsey pulse, "
B=B„z+B&oy=B&py. In the rotating frame, from Eq.
(10), J (or (J)) precesses around the y axis until it lies
along the x axis at which point 8, is reduced to 0 [Fig.
2(a)]. From time t =t

&z to t &2+ T, I precesses around
B=8„z so that J(t &z+ T) lies at an angle (coo—co)T with

respect to x but still in the x-y plane [Fig. 2(b)]. In the
third part of the Ramsey period, from time t &2+T to
2t &2+T=tf, I again precesses around B,py so that at
time tf it lies in the y-z plane [Fig. 2(c)]. At this point,
N+ or, equivalently, J, is measured [Eq. (11)]. We have

(N+ (tf ) ) =J—(J,(0) )cos(rap co)T, — (14)

and

J„(rf)= —J,(0),
J (tf ) =J,(0)sinco„T+J (0)cosrp„T,

(15)

J,(tf ) = J,(0)cosco„T+—J~(0)sinrp„T, (17)

where co„—=cop
—co. Therefore, in general, from Eqs. (11)

and (15)-(17),

( N+ (tf ) ) =J—(J,(0) )cosco„T+ (J (0))simo„T

—J [(J (0))2+(J (0))2]1/2

Xcos[co„T+tan '[(J (0) ) /( J,(0) ) ]]

and

which is the Ramsey resonance curve for T» t &2 [51].
In general, we can choose 8, =p+( n+2)mA/(ypt &2)

(n =0, 1,2, 3, . . . ) with the same result [52]. Other
choices of B,p will result in smaller values of
~8(J,(tf ) )/Bco~. For brevity we will assume n =0.

Application of the Ramsey fields corresponds, in the
Heisenberg picture in the rotating frame, to the transfor-
mations

~bco~ = ID J,(0) cos co„T+hJ (0}sin co, T

+ [ (J (0) ) (J,(0) ) —
—,
' (J,(0)J (0) +J» (0) J(0) ) ]sin2co„T j [T( ( J(0) )si neo„T +(J (0) )cosco, T ) )

(19)
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We see from Eq. (18) that the resonance curve is not sym-
metric about coo unless & J (0) ) =0. Even when
& J~(0) ) =0, for initial states where

& J,(0}Jy(0)+Jy(0)J, (0) )%0,

(a) t = 0 ~ f,

the quantum noise on the Ramsey curve AN+(tf)
[=EJ,(t/) ] is not symmetric about coo. This is not neces-
sarily a problem for finding the best value of coo since the
contribution to the noise in a measurement of
N+(co„) N—+(co~) from this term drops out. If we as-

sume

& J,(0)J,(0)+J,(0)J,(0))=
& J,(0))=0,

then

b J,(0) cos co„T+b,J~(0) sin co„T

T & J,(0)) sin co„T
(20)

(b) t = t I2
~ t (2 + T

(~. - co)T

(C) t = t~12 + T 2(~]2 + T = tf

In practice, some additional noise will be present in the
measurement of N+. Assuming that this noise is un-

correlated with the projection noise and with cu, the noise
b,N+ (tf ) in the measurement of N+ must be replaced by

[bN+(tf ) +EN,dd ]', where bN, dd is the rms value of
the added noise. From Eq. (13), Eq. (20) becomes

bJ, (0) cos co„T+bJ (0}sin ro„T+AN, dd
/neo/'=

T & J,(0)) sin co„T

(21)

Equation (21) shows that with bJ, (0)WO and/or
AN, &&%0, ~bco~ is minimized for the choices coo —ro

=+(n + ')m /T (n =—0, 1,2, 3, . . .) [53].
Independent of the values of EJ,(0) and bN, dd, ~bco~ is

minimized for n =0 or equivalently for ~0—co

=+a./(2T). These values of run ~ will be assumed
throughout the remainder of the paper except where not-
ed. In other words, we will measure the resonance curve
at frequencies co„=co+m /(2T) and co~ =co m /(2T)—
where ~co

—
coo~ is assumed to be much less than m /(2T).

In terms of Eq. (14), this means that we measure N+ at
two frequencies corresponding to the half-intensity points
on the central lobe of the Ramsey resonance curve. With
this assumption on co„and co&, ~bco~ is independent of
& J,(0)J~(0)+J~(0)J,(0) ) and & J~(0) ).

In the remainder, we will assume AN, dd «hJ (0), in
which case we end up with a simple expression for ~b,co~

[38]:

~bco =bJ~( )0[/T &J,(0))~] . (22)

FIG. 2. Pictorial representation of the three parts of the
Ramsey separated-field method. The figures apply to a frame
which rotates with the applied time-varying field given by Eq.
(7) of the text. Part (a) shows the precession of J during the first
"~/2 pulse. " In (b), J precesses about the residual field B„. In
(c), J rotates into the y-z plane under the application of the
second n/2 pulse. We assu.me ~B„~ && ~B, ~

and t ~2 && T, so the
total "interrogation time" tf =t /2+T+t /2 —T. After the
second ~/2 pulse, J,(tf ) is measured; this yields the signal used
in spectroscopy [Eqs. (11)and (14)].

We can represent b,N+(tf) [=EJ,(tf)] pictorially.
More generally, we can represent AJ, AJ, and hJ, by
an "error spheroid" (or error ellipsoid} [28] which lies at
the end of the vector J and whose dimensions are given
by AJ, AJ, and hJ, . This is shown schematically in

Fig. 3 for the case & J)= —
~& J) ~z. (In Refs. [29], [36],

[38], and [40], b J„and b,J are represented as semimajor
axes of an ellipse placed at the end of, and perpendicular
to, &J).) The pictorial representation shown in Fig. 3
will be useful for the method of spectroscopy described
above, but is somewhat limited. For example, certain
states with &J)=—~&J)~z and &J,J +J J, )WO might
have, in a (primed) coordinate system rotated with
respect to the spheroid shown in Fig. 3, a value of
LaEJ (6Jz 5Jy LestJ This state might be more appropri-
ately represented with an error spheroid which is tilted
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with respect to the one shown in Fig. 3. Also, when
(J)=—~(J)~z, and ~(J)~AJ, the distribution of mea-
sured values of J, is not symmetric about (J,(0)).
Therefore the error spheroid should be distorted along z.
A more accurate representation is given by plotting the
probability distributions for N+(tf) which are, in gen-
eral, asymmetric about (N+ (tf ) ) (see, for example, Fig.
3 of Ref. [40]). Other pictorial methods can be used to
describe the probability distribution for measurements of
N+ or J. For example, Ref. [37] provides a way of
visualizing correlated or squeezed-spin states through the
use of Wigner functions for angular momentum.

Since we have chosen coo co=—+n /(2T), the evolution
of the error spheroid at various times during the Ramsey
period has a simple representation, as shown in Fig. 4.
Since the three parts of the Ramsey period correspond to
m/2 rotations about B,oy, B„z, and B,oy, respectively,
the evolution of the variances is particularly easy to fol-
low. In Fig. 4(d), we plot (N+(tf)) as a function of co

FIG. 3. Pictorial representation of the fluctuations in the
measured values of J„,J„,and J,. In this figure (J) is taken to
point along the negative z axis. The dimensions of the axes of
the spheroid are hJ„, hJ», and b,J, where hJ~—:(J~) —(J; )2

and i =x,y, z.

»„(t„,+ T)) = »„(0

&J(0))

»,(t.„)
= »„(0)

»,(t) = »„(0)

&N (If)&
N--

J-(&J(o)&(
I

0
I I

-~/2 0 ~/2
(u —cu)T

FIG 4. Pictorial representation of the evolution of (J) and the fluctuations at various parts of the Ramsey method for the condi-
tion cop —co=a./2T. From these figures we see that the fluctuations in N+(tf ) are given by EJ,(tf ) or EJ„(0). In part (d) of the
figure, we show the point on the Ramsey curve corresponding to cop ct)=77/2T. LN+ represents the rms fluctuations for repeated
measurements of N+ for coo co=a /2T For part —(d), we have. assumed that the initial state is such that (J) is aligned with the nega-
tive zaxis but ~(J) ~

(J.
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[Eq. (14)], the particular point on the resonance curve
corresponding to coo c—o=ml(2T), and the corresponding
value of the uncertainty in the measurement b,N (tf)
= b J,(tf ) =b J (0).

A. Schrodinger picture

In some cases, it will be useful to represent the system
dynamics in the Schrodinger picture. As before, we as-
sume we are in the rotating frame in which B, is station-

ary [Eq. (8)]. In this frame, operators will now be as-
sumed to be time independent, and the wave function
evolves according to

0 (t) = U(r, 0)'Ii(0), (23)

where the evolution operator U is the solution to the
equation i A d U/dt =H„U [54].

In the case of two particles (J= 1), for example, fol-
lowing the application of the Ramsey fields, we have

(cosco„T—1)
l

U( tf, 0)= — i &2 since„T

(cosco„T+ 1)

—i&2 sin~„T

2 cosco„T
—iv 2sinco„T

(costs„T+ 1)

i& 2 since„T

(c oscar„T 1)—
(24)

where we use the notation IV. SPECTROSCOPY OF UNCORRKLATED PARTICLES

/=a ~1, 1)+b~1,0)+c~1,—I) —= b
C

(25)

In this section, we consider the particles to be initially
uncorrelated and independent. This case is treated in de-
tail in Ref. [40]. Because the particles are assumed to be
uncorrelated, the initial wave function can be written as a
direct product

B. Comparison of Ramsey spectroscopy to interferometry

Yurke and co-workers [29—31] and others [55] have
discussed the connection between a linear lossless passive
device with two input and output ports and the SU(2)
symmetry group. They construct abstract operators
[56] J„=(a,a +a&a, )/2, J = i(a, a—

2
—a&a, )/2,

and a; (i = 1,2) are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors for particles (bosons or fermions) entering ports 1 or
2 of the device. For example, the system might be pho-
tons injected into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. These
abstract operators J; (i =x,y, z ) have the same
mathematical properties as the angular-momentum
operators and therefore the interferometer can be de-
scribed in terms of this abstract spin space. E corre-
sponds to the total number of particles entering both
ports of the interferometer. Beam split ters and
differential phase shifters between the two arms of the in-
terferometer behave like rotations of the net spin opera-
tor. If we compare our case to this formalism for inter-
ferometers, the Ramsey spectroscopy we discuss is for-
mally equivalent to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
where the two ~/2 Ramsey pulses are identified with 50-
50 beam splitters in the interferometer, and the phase
shift incurred between the spin precession and the ap-
plied field in Ramsey spectroscopy corresponds to the
differential phase shift between the interferometer arms.
If we define the phase sensitivity in Ramsey spectroscopy
as biz =—h.coT, then the sensitivity of the Ramsey method
is equivalent to the phase sensitivity of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer [see Eq. (13) of this paper and Eq. (3.16) of
Ref. [29]]. Because of this connection, we wish to create
the same form of correlated input states as desired for in-
terferometers.

1((0}=g q;(0),
i=1

(26)

where g, (0) is the initial wave function for particle i

By optical pumping techniques we can prepare atoms
in energy eigenstates. Therefore, in our spin- —,

' model, we

will be particularly interested in the case where all of the
particles are initially prepared in, for example, the

g, (0)= —
—,
' ) state. In this case, the initial state is

represented by the wave function

g(0)=l J=N/2, M= —N/2) = g l

—
—,

-'
&, ,

which is a particular Dicke state [47]. For this state,
(J,(0)) = —J, bJ, (0)=0, bJ„(0)=AJ (0)=(J/2)'
and

(N+ (tf ) ) = —,'N[1+cos(co coo)T] . —

Equation (20) is identical to Eq. (22) for all values of co„

since b,J,(0)=0. In this case, the best value of m~ can be
determined independent of where we measure on the res-
onance curve. This somewhat surprising result occurs
because the quantum noise bN+(r& )is proportional t.o
the signal slope B(N+ )/Bco for all values of co. There-
fore, from Eq. (13), ~b, co~ is independent of our choice of
~. The noise is equal to zero on the peaks and valleys of
the Ramsey resonance curve because, there, we detect
eigenstates of J, [Fig. 5(a)]. Unfortunately, the sensitivity
to frequency shifts is also equal to 0 on the peaks and val-

leys since the slope of the Ramsey curve is equal to 0. As
discussed in the last section, if hN, „z is not negligible, we
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minimize
I
b,co

I
if we operate at frequencies coo

—co

=+(n + ,' )—vr/T (n =0, 1,2, 3, . . .), and, for simplicity, we

have restricted ourselves to coo
—co =+ ,'tt—/T

It is instructive to consider the evolution of the wave

function in the Schrodinger picture. For example, for
J= 1, our initial wave function is

I 1, —1 ) [a =b =0,
c =1 in Eq. (25)]. After application of the Ramsey fields
we have from Eq. (24)

g( tf ) = ,' ( c—osco„T+ 1 ) I 1, 1 ) + —sinco„T
I 1,0 ) + ,' (c—osco„T 1)—I 1, —1 )

2

= (cosco„T/2I+ ),+i sinco„T/2I —), )(cosco„T/2 I+ )2+i sinco„T/2I —)2)

[ U](tf10)I )$][U2(tfyo)I ),]—q, (tf )1(2(tf ) (28)

where, for simplicity, we write
I
+—,

' ) =
I
+ ) and

I

—
—,
' ) =

I

—) . The evolution operator for particle j
satisfies i%dU /dt =H„U and g (tf ) is the wave func-
tion of particle j after being acted upon by the Ramsey
fields. Therefore, the final wave function is the product
of the final wave functions of the individual particles.
The particles remain uncorrelated (or unentangled) after
application of the Ramsey fields. This is true for the ap-
plication of any form of the (classical} clock radiation and
for any number of particles since the initial wave function
is given by Eq. (26) and U(tf )=g UJ(tf ).

This case (when all particles are initially prepared in
eigenstates) serves as a benchmark and has been realized
experimentally. In Ref. [40], we reported spectroscopic
experiments on Be+ and ' Hg+ ions where the signal-
to-noise ratio was limited by the projection noise AN+ in
the measurements. In these experiments, the ions were
prepared in eigenstates corresponding to the initial Dicke
state given by Eq. (27} in our spin- —,

' model. For this case

I
b,coI is given by Eq. (22), which we denote

py considered. The goal of the paper is to examine ways
to make gtt less than I and as small as possible.

More generally, consider a state with arbitrary (J).
Let e denote a direction perpendicular to (J ) ( (J ) .e =0)
such that b,(J4) is a minimum. This state can always be
rotated (by, for example, application of a classical field)

&N (t )&
2

vr/2

(cd to)T

1 1

T(2J) ~ TN ~ (29)

V. SPECTROSCOPY OF CORRELATED PARTICLES

A. Squeezing parameter for spectroscopy

This value of Ib,coI is the minimum that can be obtained
using uncorrelated states in the Ramsey spectroscopy de-
scribed above. It is limited by the fundamental quantum
fiuctuations in the measurement. This limitation on

I
b co I

observed in the experiments led us to consider the possi-
bility of using correlated states for spectroscopy where
even smaller values of

I
b co

I might be obtained.

&N (t )&--
(b)

J=1
6I =0.25
( =0.728

m/2

(co co)T

Before we examine specific states which can reduce
Ib,coI below IbcoIDs, we introduce a parameter which indi-
cates the level of improvement. As described in the last
section, IhcoIDs provides a useful benchmark. Therefore
we will define a "squeezing" parameter

4 =—I~~I/I~~IDs=(2J)'"~J. «f )/I( Jy«f ) ) I

(30)

where IhcoI, EJ,(tf ), ( J~(tf }),EJY(0), and (J,(0) ) refer
to the new states to be considered and the subscript R
denotes that this is the relevant squeezing parameter for
the particular form of the Ramsey method of spectrosco-

FIG. 5. Plot of (N+ (tf }) and hN+ (tf } for three values of co

corresponding to coo
—co=0, ~/2T, and ~/T, for N=2 (J=1).

For both (a) and (b), P(01=(e Il, 1)+e Il, —1))l
[2cosh(28}]'~. In (a), we assume 8-+oo, that is, the initial
state is the I 1, —1) Dicke state. For coo

—co=0 and m/T, the
noise hN+ ( t& ) =0 since the corresponding final states
g(tf }=

I 1, 1) and Il, —1) are eigenstates. However, the sensi-
tivity to frequency fluctuations d(N+ (tf }) /Bco also goes to zero
at these frequencies, so the signal-to-noise ratio is not improved.
In general, for $10}=IJ, —J) (or

I J,J)},the error hco in our
determination of coo [Eqs. (13}and (22}] is independent of co. In
(b), 0=0.25. This state leads to a reduced value of hco for
coo co =m/2 T

(gal

=0—.728).. However, for
I coo co

I
=0 and —n IT,

h~ increases substantially over case (a).
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so that e and {J & point along the y and negative z axes,
respectively. This state can then be used in Ramsey spec-
troscopy with g„given by Eq. (30). If we define
b Ji =A(—J E), a more general definition of gz is given by

=(2J)' bJ /~{J&

This is a correlated or entangled state of particles 1 and 2
since the wave function cannot be written as a direct
product (except for B~+~). Many properties of this
kind of state have been considered by Rashid [25], who
investigated states of the form

'P'(J, M, B)=C&exp( —BJ, )exp( iv—rJ /2)~J, M &,

B. Squeezing parameter to indicate sensitivity to rotation

If we compare this angle uncertainty to the value b,PDs
obtained using the Bloch states (states obtained from the

~
J, —J & Dicke states by a rotation [48]), we can define a

squeezing parameter indicating sensitivity to rotation as
b,P/b PDs. We have

(33)

Therefore the subscript R can also be used to signify rota-
tion and g„ the improved sensitivity to rotations using
squeezed-spin states.

From this definition of squeezing, we gain a pictorial
representation of what is desired in this kind of
squeezed-spin state. Referring to Fig. 3 and Eq. (30),
(31), or (33), we desire a state where (J&

~

is as long as
possible and the error spheroid is compressed as much as
possible in a direction perpendicular to {J& [along y in

Fig. 3(a)], but, at the same time, minimizing EJi/~ {I& ~.

As discussed in Sec. V C and in Refs. [30] and [34], some
states show the best squeezing when

~ {J & ~
~0. The pic-

torial representation of such a state is a spheroid nearly
centered on the origin with b J»(0) « b,J„(0),b,J,(0).

C. A simple example (squeezed states for X =2)

Consider two particles which are initially prepared in
the state

P(0)= [2 cosh(28) ]

X(e-'i+ &, i+ &,+e'i —
&, i

—
&, ) . (34)

We may view the squeezing parameter gii as having a
more general geometrical interpretation which indicates
the degree to which we can sense rotations of angular
momentum states. This generalization can then be ap-
plied to specific cases such as interferometry [29] or spec-
troscopy [38]. To see this, first consider a state which has
{J& = —z~{J, &~ (Fig. 3). Suppose we are interested in
measuring a small rotation of J about the x axis by the
angle 8. A way to do this is to measure J . We define 9
through the relation {J» & =sinB~ {J & ~. The mean-
squared noise in 8 is given by (b,B) =(b,J ) /

2(8(J» &/88) . Therefore the precision of the angle mea-
surement is given by b,B=EJ /(cosB~(J& ~), which is
minimized for 8=+nor (n =0, 1,2, . . . ). More generally,
for a state with arbitrary {J &, consider rotations p(il) of
{J& about an axis g where {J& g=O. We can measure
these rotations by measuring J~ =a.J where
a {J & =a q =0. In this case the uncertainty in our mea-
surement of P(q) is given by

(32)

where C,& is a normalization constant. The state in Eq.
(34) is, to an overall phase factor, the Rashid state
4'(1,0, 8). It has also been considered in Ref. [32] in the
context of the radiation emitted by the two particles. It
would be produced by coupling the two particles to a
broadband squeezed vacuum [33]. This state has the
properties that {J„(0)&

= {J»(0) & =0, {J,(0) &

= —tanh28, b J„(0)= —,'(1+sech28), b J»(0) =
—,'(1

—sech28), bJ, (0)=sech28, and gz =sechB[(cosh28)/
2]' . This state also satisfies the condition
b J„(0)bJ»(0)= —,

'
~ {J,(0) &

~

and is therefore a minimum-

uncertainty state [25]. When 8 is large, P(0)=~1,—1&

and gz ——1; this is just the initial state considered in the
example in Sec. IV. When 0 is small,
g„=(1+B /2)/2'» . Therefore, as 8~0,
gz~l/v'2=1/i/N. We can also show that, for J=1,
the state of Eq. (34) is the state which minimizes gz.

In Fig. 5, we plot the Ramsey resonance curve
((N+(tf )& vs m) when using this initial state for two
cases, 8~ oo (gz = 1) and 8=0.25 (gz =0.728). We also

plot the fiuctuations b,N+(tf ) for values of eo given by

(coo ~)T=O, vr/2, and m. For (coo ~)T=O and m. , we

see that plotting b,N+(tf) is some what misleading be-

cause, for example, values of N+ (tf ) outside the range of
0—2 are not allowed. However, at the primary values of
interest, (coo cu)T=+rr/—2, bN+(tf ) gives a reasonable
representation of the fluctuations between measurements.

From Fig. 5(b), the key point is that, although the am-

plitude of the Ramsey curve becomes smaller, the noise
at the probe frequencies (coo co ) T= +~/2 —becomes
smaller more rapidly. Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio
( ~ ~b, co~ ') is increased at these frequencies. It is also
clear that the signal-to-noise ratio approaches 0 near the
peaks and valleys of the curve; hence it is important to
probe near the half-intensity points.

A physical explanation for the noise reduction is as fol-
lows. In the Schrodinger picture, for 0~0, the final

wave function (to an overall phase factor) is given from
Eqs. (24) and (34) as

q(r, ) = I 1,0 &
= ( I+ &, I

—
& ~+ I

—
& ) I+ & ~) /i/2 .

This state has the property that, if J, is measured for ei-
ther particle 1 or 2, we find {J, & =0; that is, it is equally
likely to find the particle in the ~+ & or the

~

—
& state.

On the other hand, when we measure J, sequentially for
each particle, we find opposite values of J, for each parti-
cle. For example, if when measuring particle 1 we find it
to be in the

~
+ &, state, then g(tf ) has been projected

into the ~+ &&~
—

&z state. Therefore, when J, is mea-

sured for particle 2, we find it to be in the
~

—
&z state.

This property of correlated states is at the heart of the
correlations observed in two-particle EPR experiments
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[1,23]. The correlations exist even if the particles do not
interact.

Letting 8~0 in Eq. (34) clearly shows the correlations
between particles but gives rise to practical problems
since the signal ( 0-

~ (J,(0) & ~
=tanh28) also approaches 0.

More generally, for 8~0, ( J& ~0 and the signal goes to
zero for any form of the (classical) resonance radiation,
since any excitation, Ramsey or otherwise, is equivalent
to a rotation. Therefore, for example, in the presence of
added noise, we want to choose a value of I9 which mini-
mizes ~b,co~ given by Eq. (21).

p( tI ) = —( I J, —,
'

& +
I J —,

'
& ) (N odd) .1

2
(35)

The appropriate initial states can be obtained through ro-
tations (for example for reversing the order of the Ram-
sey pulses). These states have the property that
gg=(llv N )[2/(1+1/N)]. When N is even consider
the jtnal states

f(tI ) = —sina~ J, 1 &+i cosa
~ J,O &

1

2

D. Squeezed states for other values of N

We first consider N = 1 (J=
—,
' ). We would not expect a

way to inake gz & 1 because there is only one particle and
the issue of correlations does not arise. For J=—,', the
most general initial pure state can be written in the form

P(0) =cos8/2e '& ~+ &+sin8/2e'~

in which case gii =(1+tan 8cos P)'/2) 1.
For N & 2, states which give rise to minimum values of

are not immediately apparent. For example, for
N =3, as the parameters of the wave function are varied,
local minima can be found. Using a minimization pro-
gram we find locally minimum states

f(0)=0.935
l

32, -', & +0.354
l

-'„——,
'

&

and l((0)=%'( —'„—,', 0), the Rashid state for 8~0. These
states give locally minimum values of gz with values

gR
——0.76 and 0.66, respectively. Neither of these states

has gii =1/v N =0.577.
Finding states which minimize gii becomes more com-

plicated for larger N. Nevertheless, we can guess at
states which approximate gi, =1/~N. When N is odd,
consider the relatively simple jinal states (considered pre-
viously by Yurke [30] for interferometers)

values of pit=[1+(J —M )/J] ' for 8—0. There-
fore, for N even, gz =(1+N/2) ' with M=0. For N
odd, gz =[1+(N 1—)/2N] ' with M =+—,'. This

gives a value of gi, somewhat smaller than the states of
Eq. (35).

K. Minimum value of g'z

Although the particular Rashid states considered by
Agarwal and Puri [34] give the best value of squeezing of
the states considered above, it is useful to consider the
minimum possible value of gz. We find that g„)N
from the inequalities

gii=(2J)' bJ /~(J, &~

) (J /2 )
l /2 IgJ ) (2J )

—1 /2 N
—i /2 (37)

in which case hJ„=J. In the states considered above, the
only state which shows this maximum degree of squeez-
ing is the J= 1 state considered in Eq. (34).

VI. ALTERNATE DEFINITIONS OF SPIN SQUEEZING

A. Squeezing yarameter based on

angular-momentum commutation relations

Different definitions of spin squeezing can be used de-

pending on the context in which squeezing is considered.
From the commutation relations for angular momentum,
the uncertainty relations between different components of
the angular momentum are given by

(38)

and the expressions which follow from cyclic permuta-
tions of indices. From these uncertainty relations, it is
natural to define squeezed-spin states as states where
b, J; & ~(Ji&/2~ for iWj. Hence a squeezing parameter
for this "natural" definition of squeezing might be writ-
ten as

The first inequality follows from the uncertainty principle
applied to angular momentum, b,J» ) ~(J, &~/2b, J„(see
Sec. VIA). The second inequality follows from b,J„&J.
This last relation can be seen by noting that, if we quan-
tize the angular momentum along the x direction, it is
straightforward to show that the states with the largest
value of AJ are of the form

q„=2 '"(~J,J &-„+e'~~J, J&„), —

1—sina
~
J, —1 & (N even) .

2
g„=bJ;/~(J &/2~', i' E(x,y, z) . (39)

For these states, gz=(1+N/2) ' Icosa. For N=2,
this state is equivalent to the Rashid state of Eq. (34). We
see that g'z is minimized for a~O, but as noted in Sec.
V C, the amplitude of the Ramsey curve also goes to zero
as a~O. Agarwal and Puri [34] have shown that the
states of Rashid [25]

iP'(J, M, 8)=C~exp( —8J, )exp( in J /2)~J, M &-
can be used in Ramsey spectroscopy and give minimum

Squeezing in the context of this definition is discussed in
Refs. [26—28] and [33]. For example, Walls and Zoller
[26] illustrate the relation between spin squeezing defined
in this way and the squeezing in resonance fluorescence
light from two-level atoms. This squeezing is exhibited
by Bloch states which are states derived from the

~ J, —J & Dicke states by a rotation. We can see this using
Eq. (10). During the first Ramsey pulse where m'=o», y
(corresponding to a rotation about y), the angular-
momentum operators transform according to
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and

J,(t)=J,(0)cosco&t —J„(0)sincoit

J„(t)=J,(0)cosco,t+J (0)sinco, t .

Therefore, if we define squeezing as g„:—hJ /
~(J, )/2~', we find g„(t)=cos' co&t &1 when

crated by interaction of the spins through nonlinear
Hamiltonians of the form H =AyJ, and
H =Ay(J+ —J )/2i .Both of these interactions lead to
useful squeezing. They have shown that the Coulomb in-
teraction between electrons in the two arms of an elec-
tron interferometer corresponds to a Hamiltonian of the
form H =Ay J, and might be used to generate the
squeezed states in that system.

B. Squeezing parameter to indicate the degree of correlation

As pointed out by Kitagawa and Ueda [36] the
definition of squeezing discussed in Sec. VIA does not
necessarily reAect the correlations between particles. For
example, the Bloch states remain uncorrelated under ro-
tation [cf. Eq. (28)] even though they show g„& 1. Kita-
gawa and Ueda therefore regard the spin to be squeezed
only if the variance of one spin component J~ normal to
the mean spin vector is smaller than the variance for a
Bloch state ( =J/2) [36]. In this view, a spin-squeezing
parameter might be defined as

gs =EJi/(J/2)'~ (40)

where the l subscript refers to an axis perpendicular to
(J) where the minimum value of hJ is obtained. A
squeezed-spin state (gs & 1) can be rotated so that
(J)= (J, )z and AJi =b J» and could be used in Ramsey
spectroscopy (or interferometry) with pit =(J/~ (J, ) )(s.
In Ref. [38],we used a somewhat diff'erent definition of gs
which we called g, ;„.

VII. GENERATION OF SQUEEZED-SPIN STATES

As discussed in the last section, states for which g„& 1

can be generated by rotations of the J, +J ) Dicke states.
Since gR =ps =1 for these states, we do not consider
them further. The specific correlated or squeezed states
considered in Refs. [29—31] and in Eqs. (35) and (36)
above were constructed to emphasize the benefits of spin
squeezing in the context of various experiments, but gen-
erators for these states were not given.

Rashid [25] investigated the class of angular-
momentum states which satisfy the equality in Eq. (38).
These minimum-uncertainty or "intelligent" states can be
formed from the

~ J,M ) Dicke states by the transforma-
tion of the form

4'( J,M, 8)=Civexp( —OJ, )exp( i ~J, /2)
~
J,M—),

where C~ is a normalization constant. These kinds of
states show (ii ——X '~ for 0~0 as discussed in Sec.
V D. Agarwal and Puri have shown [33] that the
4"(J,O, O) Rashid states for integral J can be created by
the interaction of an ensemble of two-level or spin- —,

' par-
ticles with broadband squeezed vacuum radiation.

Barnett and Dupertuis [32] considered the correlated
states between pairs of particles (1 and 2) generated by a
Hamiltonian of the form H =i (g *J,+J2+ —gJ, J2 ),
where J+ =J +iJ and J =J —iJ are the usual rais-
ing and lowering operators. Kitagawa and Ueda [35,.36]
considered the squeezed-spin states, for arbitrary N, gen-

A. Coupling to a harmonic oscillator

In Ref. [38], we considered the spin squeezing pro-
duced when an ensemble of two-level particles was cou-
pled to a (single) harmonic oscillator. One reason we

considered this coupling was the prior theoretical demon-
stration of the complementary effect —harmonic-
oscillator squeezing through the same coupling to two-
level systems [57] (see also Ref. [21]). The hope was that,
for certain initial conditions, the same type of system
might produce spin squeezing. As discussed below, it

may be possible to realize coupling to a suitable harmonic
oscillator, whereas we have not thought of a practical
way to realize the couplings discussed by Kitagawa and
Ueda [35,36] for ensembles of two-level atoms.

Therefore, in the laboratory frame, the Hamiltonian we

consider is given by

H =ficooJ, +A'co, (a a+ ,' )+Ht, —

Ht = —2iriQ(a +a )(J++J )cosco t,
(41)

where the first term is given by Eqs. (2) and (5), a and a
are the creation and annihilation operators for the har-
monic oscillator of frequency ~, and amplitude
z=zo(a+at), and 0 represents the strength of the cou-

pling, which we assume, in general, is sinusoidally modu-
lated at frequency co . It will be useful to transform to
the interaction picture where, for 0=0, the operators (or
wave functions) are constant in time. In this interaction
picture, the new operators are given by a =a exp(i co, t ),
J. =J exp(icoot ), and the adjoint expressions. The
operators J are the operators in the rotating frame intro-
duced in the subsection of Sec. II. In this interaction pic-
ture, the Hamiltonian representing the coupling becomes

t(Q) +NOISE
t(N +NO)f

Ht= —2A'Qcosco t[a J+e ' ' +aJ e

i(a) --coo)t+aJ e

I (COO CO )t
+aJ+e ' ' ], (42)

H, = —A'Q(aJ++a J ), (43)

plus high-frequency terms which we neglect (rotating-
wave approximation). This is the Hamiltonian of the
Jaynes-Cummings model [58] which is of considerable in-

terest in quantum optics. For co, Acoz and
=+(coo+co, ), the Hamiltonian is

where, for convenience, we have dropped the tilde sym-

bols ( —). Resonant interactions occur for two values of
co . For co, Wcoo and co =+(coo—co, ), the Hamiltonian
1s
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H2= —fiQ(a J++aJ ), (44) g, (t)=g, (0)cos Qttt+ sin QNt, (50)

plus high-frequency terms which we neglect. When
coo co Q should be replaced by 2Q in the expressions
for H, and Hz. For brevity, we will assume co,&coo. H&
and H2 are essentially equivalent since H, becomes H2 if
we switch the roles of the I+ —,

'
& and

I

—
—,
'

& states for
each particle.

We now consider the preparation of the spins into
correlated states through the interactions H

&
or H2. The

states which are prepared this way could then be used in
Ramsey spectroscopy. For simplicity of notation, we will
consider this preparation phase to start at t =0. Howev-
er, this time should not be confused with the time when
the first Ramsey pulse is applied.

B. Approximate solution

daldt=iQJ, dJ /dt= 2iQaJ—, , (45)

and the adjoint expressions. We now make the assump-
tion that the initial mean number of quanta (n(0) &

—= (a (0)a(0) & in the harmonic oscillator is small enough
and/or N is large enough that the value of (J, & does not
change appreciably during the time H& is applied. In this
case, we make the approximation J,(t)= JI, where I is-
the identity operator. With this approximation, the
Heisenberg equations of motion can be solved analytical-
ly to give

J (t)=J (0)cosQ&t+iN(Q/Qz)a(0)sinQ&t,

(ta)=a(0)c sQo~t+iJ (0}N '~ sinQvt,

(46)

(47)

and the adjoint expressions, where Qz ——NQ . From
these equations, we find

g~(t}=g(t)=cos Q~t+g, (0)sin Q~t,

gR „(t)=cos Qzt+g„(0)sin QNt,

(48)

(49)

I

One way squeezing can be imparted to the spins is by
first squeezing the harmonic oscillator and transferring
this squeezing to the spins through H~ [38]. To get a
feeling for how this works without making the problem
mathematically complicated, consider the following spe-
cial case. The spin is assumed to be initially prepared in
the

I J, —J & Dicke state and the harmonic oscillator is
prepared in a squeezed vacuum state characterized
by (z(t =0) &

= (z(0) & =0 and bz(0) & bz(coherent
state) =zo. We can characterize the squeezing of the har-
monic oscillator by the parameters g, (t)= bz(t)/zo —or
g, (t) =Az(t)/(—co,zo). The condition g, & 1 indicates am-
plitude squeezing and g„& 1 indicates velocity or momen-
tum squeezing. When H& applies, the Heisenberg equa-
tions of motion are

and

g„(t)=g„(0)cos Q~t+sin Q~t . (51)

In Eq. (49), we make the definition gz„=(2J)' hJ„/
I (J, & I. If a state with gz „&1 is produced, it could be
used in Ramsey spectroscopy by first rotating the state by
m/2 about the z axis so that gz „~gz ~

——gz. From Eqs.
(48) and (49), we can create squeezed-spin states by first
squeezing the harmonic oscillator (g, (0) & 1 or g„(0)& 1)
and transferring the squeezing to the spins. Correspond-
ingly, from Eqs. (50) and (51) we see that the squeezing is
"drained away" from the harmonic oscillators as it is
transferred to the spins. In this small-angle approxima-
tion, squeezing is transferred to the spins like wave-
function exchange between harmonic oscillators [18].
The squeezing is sinusoidally transferred back and forth
between the harmonic oscillator and the spins; however,
in a more precise treatment, where we no longer assume
(J, & to be constant, this will no longer be true. We find
the same expressions for gtt(t), gtt „(t), g, (t), and g„(t)
when co =+(too+co, } (H2 applies}, P(0) =

I J, +J &, and
if we make the small-angle approximation J,= +JI.

For H „if we instead assume f(0)=
I J, +J & and make

the small-angle approximation J,(t}=+JI, we find

gz(t) =1+[g, (0)+1]sinh Q~t,

(t)=1 +[(,( 0) +1]si hnQ~t,

g, (t}=g,(0)+[1+(,(0}]sinh QNt,

(52)

(53)

(54)

g„(0)=g„(0)+[1+(„(0)]sinhQzt . (55)

C. Numerical solution

Because of the limited validity of the small-angle ap-
proximation, we have integrated Schrodinger s equation
for H, and H2 for some special cases. We write the wave
function for the combined harmonic-oscillator-spin en-
semble as

n, M
(56)

where
I
n & are the harmonic-oscillator eigenstates and we

use the shorthand notation IM &
= J,M & since J is a con-

stant of the motion for H, and H2. From Schrodinger's
equation, we find for H

&

The same expressions are found for H2 if we assume
P(0)= I J, —J & and make the small-angle approximation
J,(t)= JI. In these—cases, for short times, no squeezing
is transferred to the spins and the harmonic-oscillator
squeezing degrades.

dC„Mldx =i(n+1) [j(j+1) M(M —1)]'~ C„+&—~ &+in'~ [j (j +1)—M(M+ I)]'~2C„ (57)

where x —=Qt. We have integrated this equation and the corresponding one for H2 using a fourth-order Runge-K. utta
method [59]. For the initial wave function, we assume the atoms and harmonic oscillator are uncorrelated so that the
wave function can be written as a direct product
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'Il, (0)= g c„(0)ln ) P(0), (S8)

where c„(0) are the initial harmonic-oscillator wave-
function coeScients [60] and we will assume g(0)=

~
J, —J ) or

~ J, +J ). Of course, we must truncate the
basis of harmonic-oscillator states; an adequate number
of states is determined by increasing the basis until the re-
sult remains unchanged.

For J=1, we also solved Schrodinger's equation for

H, and Hz with a different numerical approach. For
J=I, the Hamiltonians H, or Hz can be written as
blocks of 3X3 matrices on the diagonal and zeros else-
where. Explicitly, H& only couples states where n +M is
a constant and H2 only couples the states ~n

—1 ) ~

—1),
~n ) ~0), and ~n+I) ~+ I ). The 3X3 matrices corre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian of the coupled states were
diagonalized and the wave function for the combined
harmonic-oscillator —spin ensemble written as a sum over
the eigenstates. The time evolution of the wave function
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FIG. 6. Plots of gn [Eq. (30}]and gs [Eq. (40)] assuming the squeezed-spin states are prepared by coupling a single harmonic oscil-
lator to the spins via the interaction H, [Eq. (43)]. We assume P(0) =

~
J, —J ) and the harmonic oscillator to be initially prepared in

the squeezed vacuum state where (z(0) ) = (z(0) ) =0 and g, (0) & l. In (a), J= 1. We plot the values of the first minima of gs and gs
as a function of time after H, is turned on [refer to (c)] vs the initial value of g, (0). We also plot the value of (n(0)) =(a a) vs

g, (0). In addition, we plot the prediction of the small-angle theory, gs =ps =/, (0), as a dashed line. As expected, the small-angle
theory is valid only for very small values of g, (0}(or ( n )}. In (b), we plot the first minimum values of gs and ps less than 1, after H

~

is turned on, vs J. For each point, g, (0) has been adjusted to give the smallest value of gs and gs. In (c), we plot gs, (s, and ( n ) as a
function of time for J=1, and g, (0)=0.60. At Qt = 1.35, gs reaches its minimum value of =0.84.
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Hp(lab)= —2fiQP(a+a } sin2co, t ~z sin2co, t .

If we add this interaction to H„ the total Hamiltonian in
the interaction frame becomes

H3= —II1Q(aJ++a J }+iAQP(a —(at} ), (59}

plus high-frequency terms which we neglect. In general,
we could let Qz vary in time. The case considered in Fig.
6 is equivalent to having Q~ nonzero and large for a very
short time after t =0 and then allowing the system to
evolve under the influence of H, . In Fig. 8, we consider a
special case where Qz and Q are constant in time and ap-
plied together. We show a plot of gtt and gz vs time for
J = 1, 1((0}=

~
1, —1), the harmonic oscillator initially in

the vacuum state [(z(0)) = (z(0) ) =0, and

g, (0}=g„(0}=1],and Qp/Q=O 23 This value of. Q.p/Q
yields a (local) minimum in pit for these initial conditions.

is then obtained from the time evolution of the eigen-
states. With this method a larger number of harmonic-
oscillator states could be included in the calculation. We
obtained results that agreed with the numerical approach
described above. This method can be generalized for
J) 1 with the complication that (2J+1}X(2J+1)tna-
trices would need to be diagonalized.

In Fig. 6, we plot pit and gs for H, assuming

g(0}=
~
J, —J ) and assuming the oscillator is initially in

an amplitude-squeezed vacuum state where (z(0) )
= (z(0) ) =0 and g, (0}(1. This figure indicates the lim-

ited validity of the small-angle approximation, which is
shown as a dashed line. We see that there are states for
which g, ( I while (II ) 1. This emphasizes the need to
define squeezing in the context of a particular problem.
From Fig. 6(a}, we also see that the minimum values of
gz and gtt are obtained for different initial values of
g, (0}. In Fig. 6(c} we plot the evolution of hatt, gz, and
(n ) as functions of time for J= 1 and g, (0}=0.60. Ini-
tially, gR becomes greater than 1 but eventually reaches a
minimum value of 0.840 corresponding to that shown in
Fig. 6(a).

In Fig. 7, we plot (II „and gs for H2 assuming
P(0}=

~
J, —J ) and assuming the oscillator is initially in a

coherent state where (z(0})%0, (z(0)) =0, and g, (0}
=g„(0}=1.Before using the resulting states in Ramsey
spectroscopy, we want to first rotate (J) so that it points
along the negative z axis and then rotate the state about
the z axis by n /2 so that the squeezing in the x direction
is transferred to the y direction (gent „~(II~

——gz }. The
harmonic oscillator, in combination with H2, drives the
spin (J) to lie in the y-z plane. This is indicated in Fig.
7(c) where we plot, for J= 1, (II „,gs „and (n ) vs time
and ( J(t) ) as viewed in the —x direction, assuming the
value of ( n (0}) which minimizes (II, . Spin squeezing
along these lines may be of practical interest since we re-
quire the initial harmonic-osci11ator state to be only a
coherent state, not a squeezed state.

A squeezed state of the harmonic oscillator can be gen-
erated by parametric pumping of the oscillator at fre-
quency 2', . In the laboratory frame this pumping in-
teraction can be represented by
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FIG. 7. Plots of g„, [or gti, Eq. (31}]and g~ [Eq. (40}] as-
suming the squeezed-spin states are prepared by coupling a har-
monic oscillator to the spins via the interaction H2 [Eq. (44}].
We assume g(0}=

~ J, —J ) and the harmonic oscillator is ini-
tially prepared in a coherent state where (z(0})40,(z(0})=0,
and g,{0}=g„{0}=1.In (a}, J=1. We plot the values of the
first minima of gati and gz, as a function of time after Hi ls
turned on [refer to (c}]vs (n(0}). In (b}, we plot the values of
the first minima of gti and gz less than 1 after Ht is turned on vs
J. For each point, (z(0}) has been adjusted to give the smallest
value of g'ii and g'z. The harmonic oscillator, in combination
with H2, drives the spin (J ) to lie in the y-z plane. Before using
the resulting states in Ramsey spectroscopy, we want to 6rst ro-
tate (J) so that it points along the negative z axis and then ro-
tate the state about the z axis by n. /2 so that the squeezing in
the x direction is transferred to the y direction
{gati „~gti ~ fit }. In (c},we p—l—ot, for J=1, gz „,gz „,and (n )
vs time and (J(t }), shown as an arrow, as viewed in the —x
direction, assuming the value of (n(0) ) which minimizes gx
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FIG. 8. For J= 1, we plot gs [Eq. (31}]and gs [Eq. (40}] vs

time assuming the squeezed-spin state is prepared by coupling a
parametrically pumped harmonic oscillator to the spins via the
interaction H, [Eq. (59)]. We assume P(0}=~1,—1) and the
harmonic oscillator is initially prepared in the vacuum state.
The curves use the value Qp/0 =0.23 which minimizes (locally)
the value of g„at Qt =2.5. At certain times, the values of both

gs and gs are reduced below those found in Fig. 6(a).

The values of both g„and gs are less than in the case of
Fig. 6(a).

VIII. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

As shown by Agarwal and Puri [33,34], a way to pro-
duce good squeezing is to couple the spins to a broadband
squeezed vacuum. However, this may be difficult in prac-
tice, because all spatial modes of the field must be
squeezed [61]. These modes are then properly phased
only at a particular spatial location and the atoms must
all be localized about this point to within a small fraction
of a wavelength. For optical transitions with stored ions
this is difficult because the Coulomb repulsion typically
results in ion-ion separations of more than 1 pm. Neutral
atoms could be confined with spacings less than k, but
then the direct dipole-dipole coupling must be included.
An alternative strategy might be to confine the atoms in a
cavity that is driven by a squeezed vacuum field [61].

From the previous section, another way to produce
spin squeezing is to first prepare a harmonic oscillator in
a squeezed or coherent state and then couple the oscilla-
tor to the spins through a Jaynes-Cummings-type interac-
tion [Eqs. {43) or (44)]. Using the extensive work on
"cavity QED" as a guide, this could be accomplished by
the interaction of an ensemble of atoms with a suitably
prepared electromagnetic field of a single cavity mode
[4—7, 62 —64]. In these types of experiments, the pres-
ence of thermal noise and/or cavity and atomic relaxa-
tion would reduce the degree of spin squeezing that could
be achieved. Although we can expect these problems to
be overcome in the future, it may be useful to consider al-
ternate systems. Our experiments have led us to consider
coupling of the internal levels of atoms to a different har-
monic oscillator —that associated with the osci11ation of
atoms in a trap. In this paper, we wi11 concentrate on the
use of trapped atomic ions, but many of the considera-
tions apply to trapped neutral atoms as we11.

A. Trapped-atomic-ion oscillator

The interest in a trapped-ion oscillator is due to its po-
tential immunity from relaxation and thermal noise exci-
tation. To a good approximation, a single ion confined in
an ion trap [65,66] can be modeled as a charged harmonic
oscillator. For an ensemble of ions localized near the
center of the trap this model is also valid for the center-
of-mass {c.m. ) motion of the ensemble [66]. In what fol-
lows, we will assume all internal mode frequencies are
shifted away from the c.m. frequency by the ions'
Coulomb interaction. The c.rn. charged harmonic oscil-
lator is subject to radiative decay and heating from the
environment. It can be considered to be confined in a
cavity formed by the trap electrodes. Typically, the
wavelength of the harmonic-oscillator radiation (corre-
sponding to oscillation frequencies of a few megahertz or
less) is much larger than the dimensions of the trap elec-
trodes A. useful representation of this situation is to
model the c.m. motion of the harmonically bound ion (in
one direction) as a series I.C circuit which is shunted by
the capacitance of the trap electrodes as shown in Fig. 9
[66]. The resistance r is due to losses in the electrodes
and conductors which connect the electrodes. The
equivalent inductance of the iona is given [66] by
t =md /N(Zq) where m is the ion mass, d the charac-
teristic internal dimension of the ion-trap electrodes, E
the ion number, Zq the charge of a single ion (q =charge
of the proton), and we neglect geometrical factors on the
order of 1. The resistance r both damps and imparts
thermal energy to the ions with time constant I/r To.
characterize the damping and thermal heating, we calcu-
late the time t' for heating the ion's c.m. motion from
the n =0 to the n = 1 state,

t'=lyrico, /(rkz T)=2.9(co, /2m )d M(u)/(NrTZ ),
(60)

where k~ is Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature of

IONS

FICr. 9. Equivalent circuit representation of one component
(z) of the trapped ions' center-of-mass motion coupled to the
surrounding trap electrodes (from Ref. [66]}. We have
I =md /N(Zq) where m is the ion mass, d the characteristic
internal dimension of the ion-trap electrodes, W the ion number,

Zq the charge of a single ion (q=charge of proton), and we

neglect geometrical factors on the order of unity. The resis-
tance r is due to losses in the electrodes and conductors which
connect the electrodes. The equivalent capacitance of the ion,
c = 1/co, I, is typica11y much less than Cz- which is usually on the
order of a few picofarads. As discussed in the text, damping
and thermal heating from r can be neglected in many cases.
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resistor r, co, is the oscillation frequency, and the ion
mass M is expressed in atomic mass units. For co, /2m =3

MHz, d=2 mm, M=100 u, N=2, r=0. 10, T=300 K,
and Z =1, we obtain t*=58 s. In this case, and in gen-
eral when Am, « kz T, the decay time from n = 1 to n =0
is much longer. In the experiment reported in Ref. [13],
(co, /2m. =5 MHz, d =0.7 mm, M =200 u, N= 1, T=300
K, and Z = 1), t ' was measured to be 0.17 s even though
no care was taken to make r small or to reduce external
sources of noise. If we can make 0 large enough
( ))1/t '), it should be possible to avoid the effects of
damping and thermal heating on the ion harmonic oscil-
lator.

Similarly, it should be possible to avoid radiative relax-
ation in the two-level system. This is particularly true if
the levels are separated by rf or microwave frequencies
where radiative decay rates can be extremely small [41].
Even at optical frequencies, many forbidden transitions
have radiative decay times on the order of seconds or
longer and may be viable as candidates for spin squeez-
ing.

B. Squeezed or coherent states of ion motion

A single trapped ion can be laser cooled to its quantum
ground state of motion [13]. It should also be possible to
extend this technique to cool the c.m. motion of an en-
semble of ions to the ground state. In analogy with
methods used in quantum optics, a squeezed vacuum
state of the c.m. mode (appropriate for Fig. 6) could be
obtained from the ground state by suddenly changing the
ion's well depth or parametrically modulating the well
depth at 2', as indicated by the second term in Eq. (59)
[17,18]. A coherent state of nonzero amplitude (ap-
propriate for Fig. 7) could be obtained from the vacuum
state by suddenly shifting the center position of the ions'
well, or by driving the oscillator with a classical resonant
excitation [17,18].

Cirac et al. [19]have shown that the ion could be laser
cooled and squeezed at the same time by superimposing
the nodes of two standing-wave laser beams at the mean
position of the ions and tuning the laser frequencies to
the first lower and upper sidebands of the two-level tran-
sition frequency, that is, to ~0—co, and coo+co, . Indepen-
dently of the way the harmonic-oscillator state is pro-
duced, the phase of the oscillator and/or squeezing must
be referenced to the phase of the clock radiation in a pre-
dictable and reproducible way.

C. Possible realizations of the
Jaynes-Cummings-model coupling

After the harmonic-oscillator state is prepared, squeez-
ing could be imparted to the spins (or two-level systems)
by application of the Jaynes-Cummings interaction given
by Eqs. (43) or (44). This form of coupling has already
been realized to couple the spin and cyclotron motion of
a single electron in the classic g-2 experiments of
Dehmelt and his collaborators [67]. In Ref. [38], we con-
sidered one possible realization of the Jaynes-Cummings
model for atoms. We considered N ions having an un-

paired outer electron which are trapped along the axis of
a linear rf trap [68] where, here, we take the axis of the
trap to be in the y direction. The ions are subjected to a
homogeneous magnetic field which quantizes the spins
according to Eq. (2). We then superimpose an inhomo-
geneous field gradient B'=BB„/Bzwhose value, averaged
over the ions' orbits, is zero. However, as the ions oscil-
late, they experience a motional oscillating magnetic field
which tends to Aip the spin and reduce or increase the
ions' c.m. harmonic oscillator as in Eq. (43) for H, [69].
The B' field could be generated by a current Iy in two
wires (which could double as trap electrodes) situated at
the positions z=+zT relative to the ions. We find
Q/2~=2I zT (Mco, /2m) '~, where I, zT, M, and

co, /2n. are expressed in amperes, centimeters, atomic
mass units, and megahertz, respectively. For I =0. 1 A,
zT=0.01 cm, M=24 u ( Mg+), and co, /2~=1 MHz, we

find II/2m =400 Hz.
Blockley, Walls, and Risken [70] have shown that the

Jaynes-Cummings model is realized for a harmonically
bound atom or ion which interacts with a traveling-wave
laser tuned near the transition frequency of the atom.
They assume the atom is confined to the Lamb-Dicke
limit and the resulting coupling strength is much smaller
than the oscillator frequency [II« co, in our Eq. (41)]. If
the laser is tuned to the first upper or lower motional
sideband of the atomic transition, and spontaneous emis-
sion from the excited state can be neglected, Rabi oscilla-
tions occur between ground and excited states accom-
panied by oscillations between adjacent harmonic-
oscillator states. Cirac et al. [71] have shown that the
Jaynes-Cummings model is realized for the harmonic
motion of a two-level ion confined to the Lamb-Dicke
limit whose mean position is located at the node of a
standing-wave laser field tuned near the ion's transition
frequency. In both cases, if a suitably narrow optical lev-
el (one with weak relaxation} can be used, one might hope
to impart squeezing to optical levels. These schemes
could, in principle, also be applied to transitions of much
lower frequency (infrared or microwave frequencies).
The coupling 0 would be reduced for the same value of
co, (reduced Lamb-Dicke parameter) but the radiative de-

cay could be expected to be considerably reduced.
References [72—74] and [18] have theoretically con-

sidered the use of stimulated Raman transitions to
achieve laser cooling of trapped ions to the zero-point en-
ergy. (Stimulated Raman transitions have recently been
used to cool free atoms to a kinetic energy less than that
corresponding to the recoil of one photon [75].} The sys-
tems used to achieve this cooling can also be used to real-
ize the Jaynes-Cummings model. Under certain condi-
tions, stimulated Raman transitions produce a Rabi oscil-
lation [18] which can be described by an effective Jaynes-
Cummings interaction. For convenience, we use the no-
tation of Ref. [18].

Reference [18] considered stimulated Raman laser
cooling to proceed by repeated applications of a sequen-
tial, two-step process. Figure 10 illustrates the first step
of this process, where we have restricted our attention to
harmonic motion (of frequency co, ) along one direction
taken to be the z direction. The eigenstates of the system
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(61)

then Schrodinger s equation leads to the amplitude equa-
tions [18]

of the cooling process, ( n ) is reduced by 1. After repeat-
ed applications of this two-step process, the ions are-

eventually cooled until ( n ) « 1 [18].
The first step of the cooling process realizes a Jaynes-

Cummings coupling between the ions' harmonic oscilla-
tor and the internal levels I 1 ), and I 2), . If we ensure the
condition b, » m y/(2 I

5k, Izon
'

), where 5k, =kz, —k „,
then the ions undergo stimulated Raman transitions with
negligible probability of spontaneous decay from level
IO), [18]. Under these conditions, the first step of the
cooling process is adequately described by amplitude
equations derived from Schrodinger equation. If we
write the wave function for the system as

~
z, i&

[ t, i&

( o, i&

FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the energy levels for
stimulated Raman transitions between internal {electronic) lev-

els 1 and 2 of the trapped ion. The states are designated by the
notation

I n,j ) where n denotes the ion harmonic-oscillator level
and j=0, 1,2 denotes the electronic state. kl and k2 are the
wave vectors for the traveling-wave fields which couple elec-
tronic level 0 to levels 1 and 2. We assume h&)co, . In the
figure, we schematically show the I2, 1)~I1,2) stimulated Ra-
man transition. Under the assumptions discussed in the text,
the stimulated Raman transitions are equivalent to a Jaynes-
Cummings-type coupling between electronic levels 1 and 2 and
the harmonic {center-of-mass) motion of the ions.

are denoted by In, q) =In)Iq), where n is the occupa-
tion number of the harmonic motion and q =0, 1,2
denotes a particular electronic level. Decay from levels
I

1 ), and I2), is assumed to be negligible; level IO), de-
cays at rate y. The ions are irradiated by two laser beams
with classical field amplitudes E =Re[Ep exp[i(k r

ro, t)]I (j=1,2—) which couple level IO), to levels I 1),
and I2), with Rabi frequencies gjp

=—Ipjp EoJI/2' where
iu, o is the dipole matrix element between states IO), and

Ij,. The frequencies of the beams are assumed to be
equal to rp, =too, —6—ro, +5 and cpz=cpoz —5 where too
is the transition frequency between states In, O) and
In, j). We assume rpp~ rppz&&6&&rp &&5. The ions are
initially prepared in the electronic state

I 1 ),. When the
ions are confined to the Lamb-Dicke limit (amplitude of
motion «1/k, , where k, —=k~ z), a reduction in the
harmonic-oscillator energy by flu, occurs by stimulated
Raman transitions

I n, 1 )~ I n, O) ~ I n —1,2 ) and
In, l)~In —1,0)~In —1,2) which reduce n by l. In
the second step of the cooling process, a laser tuned near
co02 causes spontaneous Raman transitions from level
I2), back to I1),. In the Lamb-Dicke limit, transitions
of the form In —1,2)~In —1,0)~In —1, 1) are dom-
inant in this second step. Therefore, after the two steps

2

da„ /dt= ——g g a„~e "'"' V„
n' q'=0

(62)

and

da„&/« = i4sta„& —II*n '"e'"a„

da„, z/dt =i b,sza„, +z0'n ' e ' 'a„, ,

(63)

(64)

where 0 =giogzo5k zo/~ ~st gfo/6 and hsz
=gzo/b, . The first terms in these equations are due to
the ac Stark shifts of levels Il), and I2), by lasers 1 and
2, respectively. If 6 » IIp, p rozpI, we— have
~s&=(gfo+giz)/b„and hsz=(gzo+gzi)/b„where
g, z

=—I)ts, o Epzl/2R and gz~ —= I)uzo Eo~I/2&. We can now
make the transformations a„&=i A„,exp(i b s&t ) and
a„z=A„zexp(ihszt). If we let 5=hs& bsz, the equa-—
tions of motion become

and

dA„, /dt =iQ*n ' A
) t

(65)

dA„, 2/dt =iQ*n' A„, . (66)

The choice of 5 is that which compensates for the
differential ac Stark shifts in levels Il), and I2), and
makes ~,—co2 resonant with the first lo~er motional side-
band of the stimulated Raman transition. These equa-
tions are identical to Eqs. (57) (for J=—,

' ) if we make the
identification A„&~C„&/2 and A„2 C„+&&2, that is, if
we identify the Il), and I2), states of Fig. 10 with the

where fico„„~ is the energy of state In, q ) minus the
energy of state n', q') and V„~ „q. is the matrix element
of the perturbation —p (E,+Ez) between states In, q)
and In', q'). If

I~)p —~zol»~»r gio gzp ~

we can adiabatically eliminate the excited states from the
equations. With the additional assumption that
cp, »g~/b„and neglecting terms in the equations of
motion that vary with frequency co, or higher, we arrive
at the amplitude equations
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~

—) and ~+) states of the spin- —,
' model. Hence, when

spontaneous Raman transitions can be neglected, the sys-
tem of Fig. 10 gives rise to the Jaynes-Cummings model
coupling between the two-level system consisting of states
~1), and ~2)„and the z c.m. harmonic motion of the
ions. This causes Rabi oscillations between states ~n, 1 )
and ~n

—1,2) at frequency 0 n '~ .
To indicate possible experimental parameters, we con-

sider the S,&2(F=1)~ P,&2~ S,&2(F=2) stimulated
Raman transition in Be+ (A, =313 nm, cozo

—co,o=1.25
GHz). If we assume (5k, ~

= ~k, ~, co, /2m =5 MHz,
g,o =g2o =750 MHz, b, /2n =20 GHz, we find

~5k, zo~ =0.21, 0'/2m =150 kHz, and the probability of
spontaneous emission from the excited state during the
time for complete transfer from the F=1 to F=2
ground state [18] to be approximately 0.01. If we assume
that JM, o=p2o=q(0. 5X10 cm) where q is the electron
charge and that the ions are at the center of Gaussian
laser beams with waist wo=20 JMm, then we require ap-
proximately 325 pW in each beam.

Realizations of the Jaynes-Cummings model using op-
tical transitions are potentially interesting because the
coupling frequencies Q may be much higher than that
provided by inhomogeneous magnetic fields acting on
electron spins. In addition, lasers may allow spin squeez-
ing to be applied to atomic levels which are of more in-
terest for atomic clocks, such as hyperfine and optical
transitions.

IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have discussed the application of
correlated particle states, or squeezed-spin states, to spec-
troscopy. Spin squeezing in other contexts has been dis-
cussed elsewhere [25-37]. This work extends that of a
previous paper which introduced some of the ideas [38].
Transitions are assumed to be excited by classical radia-
tion and detected by observing changes in the state popu-
lations of the particles (population spectroscopy). In this
case, the fundamental limiting noise is projection noise
[40], the noise associated with the quantum fluctuations
in the measurement of populations. We find that the
signal-to-noise ratio can be improved over the case of ini-
tially uncorrelated particles if the particles are first
prepared in particular quantum-mechanically correlated
or squeezed-spin states. We have considered a particular
case of Ramsey's separated-oscillatory-field method of
spectroscopy [41] since it gives the narrowest linewidth
for a given interaction time. We introduce a squeezing
parameter gn which is the ratio of the uncertainty in the
determination of the resonance frequency when using
correlated states vs that when using uncorrelated states.
This squeezing parameter has more general applicability,
in that it gives a measure of the sensitivity of angular-
momentum states to rotation. Since one description of
interferometers is formally equivalent to Ramsey spec-
troscopy, the squeezing parameter might also be used in
that context. Other squeezing parameters which are
relevant in other contexts can be defined. We discussed
certain states which exhibit a squeezing gii

—N'~ Be-— .
cause of our experimental background in the spectrosco-

py of stored atomic ions, we have investigated possible
experimental schemes which might yield gn &1 in this
system.

The investigation and demonstration of squeezed-spin
states is interesting for various reasons. These studies ex-
tend the realm of squeezing beyond the electromagnetic
field. The ideas apply, in principle, to particle inter-
ferometry [29—31,35,36] and spectroscopy. From the
practical side, since some trapped-ion spectroscopy ex-
periments are currently limited by projection noise [40],
the use of squeezed-spin states would yield more precise
measurements. As a byproduct of these investigations we
have discussed some schemes where it might be possible
to realize the Jaynes-Cummings model [58] by coupling
atomic internal levels to harmonic particle motion. In
practice, this might allow the study of this fundamental
quantum system and related cavity-QED experiments in
the regime of weak relaxation and high detection
eSciency. Also, it may be possible to generate correlated
states which would be useful in multiparticle EPR experi-
ments [2,38].

In spectroscopy, if we assume that the state prepara-
tion and detection time are small compared to the Ram-
sey interrogation time T, and if the measurement noise is
limited by projection noise, the measurement uncertainty
of the particle's transition frequency coo, expressed frac-
tionally, is [76]

Eco CR

al (ToNT )
' (67)

where ~))T is the total measurement time and gn ac-
counts for the use of correlated states. In a particular ap-
plication, if we require a certain fractional frequency-
measurement precision and if N and T are fixed, then the
time ~ required to reach this measurement precision is
proportional to gn. The reduction in measurement time
due to fn &1 would be particularly important in many
applications using atomic clocks, where, to reach the
highest measurement precision, the frequency is averaged
over very long times, perhaps years. For states with

gn =N ', the required measurement time would be re-
duced by N.

We emphasize the importance of setting and maintain-
ing the phase relationship between the fields which
prepare the squeezed-spin states and the Ramsey fields.
In the case where the squeezed-spin state is prepared by
coupling to a harmonic oscillator, we must maintain the
correct phase relationship between the oscillation of the
harmonic oscillator, the coupling 0 at frequency co, and
the Ramsey fields. When we start from a squeezed-
vacuum state of the harmonic oscillator, slight phase er-
rors will increase the value of gn that is obtained, but
should not affect the accuracy of the measurement since
the correlated state that is created should have
(J~(0))=0 [see Eq. (18)]. However, in the case where
the squeezed-spin state is created from a coherent har-
monic oscillator, it may be difBcult to ensure that
(J~(0))=0. The resulting offset in the Ramsey curve
would affect the accuracy (that is, it would give a sys-
tematic offset in our determination of coo), but if the offset
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can be maintained constant it will not affect the relative
measurement precision attained.

After the particles are put in squeezed-spin states, the
correlations exist even though the particles do not in-
teract. During the application of the squeezing Hamil-
tonian, the particles interact through their mutual cou-
pling to the quantized harmonic oscillator(s). After this
preparation stage, the particles do not interact even

though the correlations remain. When the final particle
states are measured, these correlations between particles
are manifested even though, as in the classic EPR experi-
ment, the particles have no way of "communicating" be-
tween one another.

In Sec. V C, we noted that it may be necessary to work
with states that are not maximally squeezed since, when

gz reaches its minimum value, the signal also approaches
0 [for example, 8—+0 in Eq. (34)]. However, we can re-
cover the advantages of squeezing without losing the sig-
nal by using a different measurement strategy. We can
accomplish this by measuring higher moments of J, . As
an example, we consider measuring J, rather than J, (or
N+ ) [38,77]. We illustrate the idea for N =2 (J= 1 ). Let
l((0)= ~1,0). Using Eq. (24) we obtain

and

(J, ( t& ) ) =sin co„T (68)

6(J, (t&) }=—,'sin2co„T . (69)

which is independent of co. Therefore, effectively,

gx =1/&2 (=I/~N ) is obtained. For states of higher
J, the maximum sensitivity may be given by measuring
higher moments or combinations of higher moments.

Although we are most interested in states which exhib-
it quantum correlations between different particles, some
of the interesting features and spectroscopic advantages
of squeezed states can be studied in a different model sys-
tem. In particular, consider an individual atom with
J & —,'. As a concrete example assume J=1, as in the

S&zz (F=1) ground hyperfine state of ' Hg+. Suppose
we are interested in measuring the Zeeman transition fre-
quency for AMF =+1 transitions when the ion is placed
in a weak magnetic field. By weak, we mean a field where
the Zeeman energy is much smaller than the ground-state
hyperfine frequency, so the Zeeman sublevels are split
equally. Suppose the ion is prepared in the ~F= 1,
M=O) state. This state is equivalent to the squeezed

As a function of co (or co„}, (J, (t&)) oscillates twice as
fast as (J,(tI)) [in Eq. (14)]. In analogy with Eq. (13),
the frequency imprecision for a single measurement is
given by

(70)

state of Eq. (34) for 8~0. We then apply radiation
which drives the ion from the ~1,0) state to the ~1, 1)
and ~1, —1) states. We can measure J„after application
of the Zeeman radiation, by measuring the probability
that the ion is detected to be in the ~1,0) state by
methods similar to those of Refs. [40] and [68]. As out-
lined in the last paragraph, this effectively gives

gz =2 ' . One possible application of spin squeezing
within a Zeeman level is for improved signal-to-noise ra-
tio in electric-dipole-moment (EDM) experiments [77].

Several issues need further investigation. For example,
we have not proved that, for a given measurement time
T, the minimum value of b,~ is obtained for the particu-
lar method of spectroscopy we have assumed. Even for
this method, other states may more closely approach the
lower limit of gx=N ' than the particular Rashid
states investigated by Agarwal and Puri [34]. In consid-
ering the parametrically pumped oscillator [Eq. (59)], we

have not optimized the squeezing for initial conditions or
form of Qp(t). In considering the application of H, (or
Hz), we have not considered all possible initial condi-
tions, interaction times, or forms of Q(t).

In all that we have discussed, we have assumed wave
functions constructed with ~J,M) basis states where
J=N/2. This is because, prior to preparation of the
spin-squeezed states, we assume initial states of the form

~
J= N /2, M ), and the generators for the squeezed states

preserve J. For completeness, we should consider similar
basis states with J (N/2 Since, i.n general, gx is larger
for smaller values of J, we suspect that the smallest
values of g~ are obtained for states with J=N/2

In the spectroscopy we have described, we have as-
sumed that, once the initial states are prepared, transi-
tions are driven by classical fields. It will be interesting
to investigate the signal-to-noise ratio when the spectros-
copy is performed with quantized fields. In this case, we
could consider both the case where transitions are detect-
ed by observing changes in state population and when

they are detected by looking at changes in the transmit-
ted or scattered radiation.

From the experimental side, we are hopeful that
simpler practical ways can be found to generate spin
squeezing than the schemes we have discussed. Never-
theless, even if states with only modest squeezing could
be produced they would be very important in spectrosco-

py and perhaps other applications.
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